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About This Game

Super Slam Dunk Touchdown is a retro styled, local multiplayer, couch-competitive, all-sports mashup driven by a 3D physics
engine. Assemble a crack squad of sports athletes and use their unique shot styles and abilities to score goal units and demolish

the opposing team. American football players tackle, soccer players steal, roller derby players skate and everybody dunks! Battle
for control of baseballs, basketballs, bowling balls, tennis balls, and more. Configure your matches your way, and play with up to

six players locally, 3-on-3. Watch out for banana peels, streaking fans and ice resurfacing trucks, not to mention the opposing
team!
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I think this game has more potential than people are giving credit.

The atmosphere is pretty good. I like the ambient sounds. I made a video of how it runs on my pc with specs told in the video.
This game dose need work. but, its a good start. its cheap, give it a try. dev please keep updating and fix the issues.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=NiRmnCScBds. No where near as good as limbo, puzzles are not hard, its mostly about
spotting a secret door or getting the timing right when moving.
Game was pretty short as well, ok for \u00a31, but I wouldn't pay \u00a37.. First off, I paid for this game. I like to support
developers, especially ones that add elements to a genre.

I like that this game adds an inventory system to the rogue-like genre. I can customize my loadouts or change them based on the
situation.

I like the music, although it would be great to add some more variety.

The Graphic style is appealling to me, the retro look is great.

For an early access game, I like it and look forward to future updates! Here's my Youtube review!
https:\/\/youtu.be\/gIyxGCVDJ-k. good game but unfortunatly my computer barely ran it and i ran into a camera problem where
it fliped upside dpwn but it is very good just need a better computer to run it. Uh, wow. This is less than
half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I could have used that $0.20 for something good like a ketchup packet or
something.. AI is terrible, physics are terrible, graphics are mediocre. The only redeeming quality for this game is the fact that it
is NASCAR and other racing games don't have that.
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good character art
funny story
demon waifu
and support for more vn with 18+ patch on steam
69/69 can't wait for fan disk localization. Super frustrating, but super fun. I played through this with a friend in a few hours. It
was shorter than I was expecting it to be, but I was okay with that by the end of it because my friend and I were ready to kill
each other. Overall it was a good time!. It\u00b4s a short but beautiful game. I recommend.. Neighbor it's an outstanding horror
VN that will play with your expectations every given moment. Always surprising you with creepy and top grossing sound
designs that enhance the experinece quite well, and you will always find yourself questioning if the plot will go for somthing
supernatural or an true story. But I can hoesty say that it's quite a ride and there are not many good good horror that really flips
the table like Neighbor do. So if you are a sucker for horror, go for it :D. Not your average procedurally-generated rhythm
game.

Best way to play is to set difficulty to none and fly around the trippy lightshow visualizer spacescape, maybe shooting at the sun
sometimes for flashy effects.
Or you can actually do what the game tells you and shoot the "robot nazis". That's fun too.

Drugs highly recommended when playing.. I'll make this short.
HL Before is a kick in the balls not only to every HL fan, but also for the whole HL universe and Valve.
Poor english ("Spacial Thanks"? Are you kidding?), unstable framerate, easy boss battle, badly looped music, very short and
please buy a decent microphone to the voice actor.
This should be take as example of how NOT to do a videogame.
At least it's free, so if you want to waste half an hour of your life without spending a cent, go play this.
. And another falls to the 'free game!' antics of epic... The devs deserved to be paid for every of those downloads, but no, they
chose the easy and defaming model... to become a cheap free game on that platform, its sad to see so many games take the route
of having epic become their pimp.
if you can, try not to pay these devs anymore, anywhere, they seem to have lost all respect for the players.
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